ISTRODUCTION
Melt-pool shape is a strong factor inn the development of microstructures developing in the fusion zone of a weld. These structures p h y a major role in such defect formation as microporosity or hot-cracking and can affect sdi&date transformations that may subsequently occur during cooling. In this sense, they are an i5mportant step in any welding process prediction. This paper treats some of the fundamental asqects associated with weld-pool solidification. Included are such effects as heterogeneous n m k a t i o n of grains in the bulk of the liquid, growth kinetics, preferential growth directions of dendrites (as simulated by grain crystallographic axes), and competition between growth morphologies.
The dominant methods for s i m d d n g joining processes are based on finite-element and finitedifference analysis. While these techniques give excellent results on a macroscopic level, their application on a meso-or m i d e level, where grain structure effects are important, is not entirely satisfactory. The advent zof cellular automata (CA) techniques in recent years may provide another method of eficiermtly simulating material behavior under various solidification and joining processes.
CAS EFFICIENT MODELERS
Although ceilular automata have boeen used for many years as discrete, micro-scale simulators, we have begun to explore their u s e in modeling meso-scale thermal and metallurgical problems with complicated boundary condimions. The classical CA is an autonomous device having no coupling to the external world [IT: :once its internal states are set and its rules chosen, it evolves as an independent system with eithher absorbing boundaries or within a toroidal (wrap-around)
geometry. In an earlier paper, Dress f2] showed how to modify conceptually the CA, allowing realistic boundaries for simulatinpche physics of matter and energy exchange at these boundaries with an external system comprkwd of fields and heat baths. In this sense, the method is reminiscent of standard finite-element analysis, but allows a simple means of specifying complex boundary conditions, both temporal and spatial.
The recent set of papers by Rappaz and Gandin [3] and Gandin, Rappaz, and Tintillier [4] have shown the value of the CA for realistic simulations for micro-structure formation in solidification processes. Dress explored the use of CAS in heat-transfer problems in Ref.
2. The present work incorporates both the thermal and grain-growth CAS into a single simulation with the goal of extending the application of CA simulators to the dynamic welding process.
Initial Simulation of Grain Micro Structure
The present study attempts to model the fusion-zone stntcture in a linear, autogenous GTA weld. The orientation and configuration of the grains that grow at the trailing edge of the melt pool are of primary interest. The velocity of the front spreading out from a grain boundary is proportional to the probability that a grain adds a cell located on the boundary at an angle a with respect to the principal axes of the grain. If we assume that the tip grows at the maximum velocity, and that the velocity 45 degrees from the tip grows at a rate proportional to cos(45 deg), we obtain the velocity a distribution proportional to I/(cosa + sina). By taking a modulo 90 degrees, a four-fold grain symmetry is maintained. This form obviously neglects the microprocesses of dendritic growth and concentrates on the grain as the entity of physical importance. While not strictly correct, this simplifying assumption allows reasonable qualitative results to be obtained in meso-scale simulations. The velocity distribution around a cubic grain is shown in Figure 1 . The [loo] axis is assumed to lie along the zerodegree direction.
Equiaxed Grain Growth
This velocity distribution was used to compute an initial g r i n structure for the melting and solidification simulation. The method follows that of Ref. 3 in that a certain undercooling is assumed, resulting in a tip velocity of about 0.25 m d s . The initial grain structure was obtained by seeding growth sites with randomly chosen locations and orientations throughout the plate and running the CA forward in time until all the cells were attached to a grain. Where a CA cell was adjacent to two or more grains, a competition based on the time for the growth front to reach that cell determined to which grain it belonged. A typical (isolated) grain is shown in Figure 2 . The resuftxs of this simulation are shown in Figure 3 as a contour plot of isotherms within the plate some-33 seconds after the arc crossed the lef't edge. 
Decouplinq The Thermal Calculations
Nthou& mot necessary, the thermal calculation was decoupled from the grain growth calculation to providegreater flexibility in exploring the effect of various rules and neighborhoods on grain growth pariiterns. This was accomplished by deriving an approximate form for the solid-liquid interface. T h e results the thermal simulation were used as an external driving field that was Lcoupled to the grain-growth CA, and any consistent set of thermal c-calculations may be used as input to the grain-growth CA.
A solidus isotherm was fit to a fourth-order polynomial to approximate the shape of that curve.
T h e results of this fit are shown in Figure 4. Once the isotherm function has been determined for a particular p h t e geometry, it is a simpie matter to sample the function for different cell sizes and to cornputez&e thermal gradient at each cell site. Thus, both the cells leaving the melt pool and the locraal interface velocity can be computed as a function of time. If y,(x, 0) is the polynomial expression for the position of the isotherm as a fbnction of distance across the plate where x is &e.mdinate in Fig. 4 , then the position of the isotherm at time t is simply Once the moving interface has been defined, it is used to determime those ceIls changing from liquid to solid during any given time step. The method requires a &mice of time step that is small enough so that only a few cells have crossed the interface at any pamicular instant. The criterion for cell selection is to choose only those cells whose center posirioan as measured by x has just fallen beyond the y,(x, t) curve. Under the physical parameters memGoned above and w i t h a 20 micron cell size, a time step of 10 ms results in approximately 1SoNo of those cells lying on the solid-liquid interface being solidified at each step. These few d s -fieri become candidates for attachment to existing grains.
Local Growth Directions & Angles
To attach the candidate cells to adjacent grains, we make use of the two dominant features of the welding process: heat-flow direction, and direction of arc travel. The direction of heat flow is assumed normal to the solid-liquid interface and is proportional to the gradient discussed above. New candidate cells can only be attached to existing grains on which they border. If a candidate cell touches only one grain, it will be attached to that grain during the current time step. Only in the case of a candidate cell bordering on two or more grains can a choice be made. The competition as to which grain attaches the candidate cell determines the crystalline growth pattern of the solidification. This competition is based on a probability of attachment calculated from the crystallographic direction, the heat-flow direction, and a direction of attachment. To keep the interface at a constant shape, as determined by the moving curve given by of Q. 1, each of the candidate cells must solidify during the time step that they are produced by attaching to one of the neighboring grains. For each of the possible solid cells to which a candidate can attach, we define a local growth direction (direction of attachment) as a vector from the center of the solid celI in the neighborhood of the candidate grain through the center of the candidate grain itself. The local growth direction from neighbor 2 (lying in grain 2) is shown in the Fig. 5 . Both of the geometrical directions-the gradient or normal to the interface, and the direction of the [loo] crystallographic axis-are referred to this local growth direction, giving the angles labeled and y2 in the figure. The only ambiguity is the choice for the crystallographic direction of the grain in question (labeled [hkl] in the figure) as there are four possibilities duue to the cubic symmetry in the plane. We'choose that axis lying closest to the local growth d i~c t i o q note that this direction is necessarily forward, in the direction of arc travel.
Solid
The probability that a candidate cell attaches to a parent grain is proportional IC:~ cosyl . cosy2, where y1 is the angle between the local growth direction and the direction of maxximum growth denoted by (hkl] , and y2 is the angle between the normal to the solidification froont and the local growth direction. This probability is calculated for each of the solid cells in thwneishborhocd, and the attachment of the candidate cell to a parent grain is made according to these probabilities in the usual manner.
RESULTS
The grain structure resulting from a simulation of welding both single and poly-cqstalline alloys shows patterns consistent with experimental data, suggesting that the model :is qualitatively correct within the approximations made. Figure 6 shows the results of one such -simulation. The melting started about 2 mm from the left edge of the plate and the arc traveled x o the right at a velocity of 0.423 mm/s. While the thermal simulation was carried out for the plate shown in Fig. 1 , only la central 12 by 17 mm region of that plate was used in the grain-growth simulations to reduce the number of inactive cells in the CA. The initial grain configuration was computed by lallowing 1500 randomly placed seeds to grow according to the method described in Section 22 until each cell belonged to a grain. Each seed had a principal axis direction randomly chosen to ilk between -44
and +45 degrees (-45 is equivalent to +45 given the four-fold symmetry) w i t h respect to the horizontal (arc travel) direction. The integer angles were chosen with steps of cane degree. The
. '
size of each CA cell was 20 microns. resulting CA dimensions of 600 by 850, or 510,000 cells in total.
Discussion
The random nature of the competiticx: diuded ta above is evident in the curvature of the grains as solidifying cells are attached at the m i i d u s kerface. A "winner-take-all" competition would result in predominately vertically a d i=rOriu>ntally oriented grain boundaries, with any change of direction in growth taking place at a ?g@-degre angle as the previously winning grain abruptly looses the competition due to the c b i n g gradient direction as the melt pool travels to the left. Since the winner is chosen in a prob&Giistic fashion, certain grains also taper off in width as they gradually loose to a competitor. Io places, this tapering off leads to the appearance of intermingling of two grains for short &stances. This effect is clearly visible the upper-left corner of the plate depicted in Fig. 6 .
Summary
We have demonstrated that CAS are &icient and accurate simulators of the welding process for a thin plate. They reproduce the tha-al behavior of material samples and show good results when simulating equiaxed and mlgrain growth based on a growth-front distribution. The simulation of grain growth trailing a moving melt pool by CAS is both reasonable and efficient.
